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We have investigated the adsorption of hydrazine (N₂H₄) and its reactivity on terraces and steps of Cu(111) surfaces by first-principles calculations in order to gain insight into the hydrazine decomposition mechanism. We have investigated different possibilities for the N–N and N–H bond cleavage for any intermediate states by analysing the reaction and barrier energies of each elementary step. We have found that hydrazine dehydrogenation via N–H bond scission is neither energetically nor kinetically favourable on the flat and stepped surfaces, but hydrazine prefers to form NH₂ via N–N bond decoupling on the Cu(111) with an activation energy below 1 eV. The NH₂ molecule reacts fairly easily with co-adsorbed NH₂ to form NH₃ as well as with N₂Hₓ (x = 1–4) by abstracting hydrogen to produce NH₃ and N₂ molecules on both the flat and stepped surfaces. We also found that all intermediates except NNH prefer N–N bond breaking as the most likely dissociation pathway, where the amide and imide intermediates produced can be hydrogenated to form NH₃ in the presence of hydrogen. NNH is the only intermediate, which prefers to dissociate via a highly exothermic N–H bond breaking process to produce an N₂ molecule after overcoming a small barrier energy. We also studied the production of H₂ by recombination of hydrogen ad-atoms which, considering the activation energies, is particularly favoured under conditions of moderate temperatures. Our results agree well with experiments suggesting that N₂H₄ adsorbs dissociatively on copper above 300 K leading to N₂, NH₃ and H₂. In general, the lower coordination of the steps is found to lead to higher reactivity than on the flat Cu(111) surface. Furthermore, the calculations show that the influence of step edge atoms is very different for the intra- and intermolecular dehydrogenation mechanisms. They also increase the barrier of N–N decoupling of all the existing species in the reaction.

1. Introduction

Hydrogen has received much attention over the last few decades as an energy resource, for instance, in the proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells which are some of the new carbon-free technologies for power generators. However, finding materials with a high storage capacity of hydrogen at room temperature is difficult and much effort is spent on developing new materials or employing organic and inorganic compounds for onboard hydrogen generation. Hydrazine (N₂H₄) with a hydrogen content of 12.5 wt% is a good hydrogen source for PEM fuel cells and since it is liquid at temperatures ranging from 2 °C to 114 °C, it is ideal for portable applications, for example for its current use in space vehicles or satellites. Although hydrazine is a toxic substance, its decomposition products, N₂, H₂ and NH₃, are non-poisonous and carbon-free. Its decomposition over catalysts at room temperature is exothermic without the need for external energy. Hydrazine is also used in a monopropellant thruster to control and adjust the orbits and altitudes of spacecrafts and satellites, which is based on the production of larger volumes of N₂, H₂ and NH₃ gases from the decomposition of a relatively small volume of liquid hydrazine. The most important catalyst used for this reaction is Ir/Al₂O₃ with a high loading of iridium (20–40%). However, due to the high price and limited resources of iridium, scientists are seeking to develop new, cheaper, active and readily available alternative catalysts for N₂H₄ decomposition.

We aim to investigate at the molecular level the catalytic activity of Cu towards N₂H₄ decomposition to understand the thermodynamics and kinetics of the elementary steps, and to evaluate if copper-based catalysts, which are much cheaper than iridium, could be used for hydrazine decomposition. Experimental studies have revealed that adsorption of N₂H₄ on copper at relatively low temperatures is likely to be reversible and non-dissociative up to ~300 K, above which hydrazine decomposes through...
and generates the gaseous products NH₃, N₂, and H₂.⁵,¹⁰ There are two typical reactions for hydrazine decomposition:

\[ \text{N₂H₄} \rightarrow \text{N₂} + 2\text{H₂} \]  

(1)

and

\[ 3\text{N₂H₄} \rightarrow 4\text{NH₃} + \text{N₂} \]  

(2)

The competition between the two decomposition reactions is influenced by the catalyst and the reaction conditions. A few comprehensive computational studies have been performed on the mechanism of hydrazine decomposition on transition metal surfaces, e.g. the density functional theory (DFT) study of hydrazine decomposition on the Ir(111) surface,¹¹ which showed that N–N bond cleavage of hydrazine is more easily accomplished than that of the N–H bond, and the NH₂ radicals can abstract hydrogen atoms one by one from N₂H₄ resulting in the formation of N₂ and NH₃ molecules. On Fe(211),¹² the dehydrogenation and nitrogen decoupling are competitive routes, with N₂ and NH₃ being the dominant surface intermediates at mild temperatures, leading to gas-phase N₂ and NH₃ at higher temperatures. A DFT study of the dissociative adsorption of N₂H₄ by breaking of the hydrazine N–N bond, on low-index planar copper surfaces with and without Cu adatoms, showed that dissociative adsorption is thermodynamically strongly favoured over molecular sorption.¹³ In this study, we have used improved DFT methodology, including long range interaction corrections to model more accurately the van der Waals forces, to analyse the thermodynamics and kinetics of the complete dissociation reaction.

Besides the more stable perfect and planar surfaces, defects and steps are common surface features. Previous experimental and theoretical results have suggested that low-coordinated sites show higher catalytic activity and can influence the overall surface chemistry.¹⁴–²⁰ Dahl et al.²¹ showed that the energy barrier for N₂ dissociation is more than 1 eV lower on the Ru(0001) step edge than on the terraces. On the same surface, Zambelli et al.²² have reported that the step edges are the active sites for NO dissociation. Xu and Mavrikakis showed that the tensile strain at steps substantially facilitates the O₂ activation on gold surfaces,²³ although the effect of steps on O₂ dissociation on Cu surfaces is not expected to be as pronounced as in other gas-metal systems.²⁴ The results for CO dissociation on the Ni surface indicate that the energy barriers for CO dissociation strongly favour reactions occurring near surface steps.²⁵ Fu and Somorjai²⁶ were able to provide evidence of the enhanced interaction of CO₂ on Cu steps, which results in the sensitivity of the methanol synthesis process to copper surface structures. Some studies have shown that the effect of step edge atoms is very different for the different reaction pathways. For example, Vang et al. in their study on ethylene dissociation on flat and stepped Ni(111) found that on the steps the barrier for C–C bond breaking is lowered significantly more than the barrier for dehydrogenation.

Following our investigation of the adsorption of molecular hydrazine on realistic Cu surfaces,²⁷–²⁹ here we have carried out density functional theory calculations including dispersive interactions,³⁰,³¹ to characterize the most favourable adsorption sites, geometries and energies of the N₂H₄ decomposition intermediates. We have suggested and analysed three different decomposition mechanisms, including dehydrogenation via intra- and intermolecular pathways and N–N bond cleavage, on both flat and stepped Cu(111) surfaces.

2. Computational methods

We have carried out electronic structure calculations using DFT as implemented in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP).³²–³⁵ The total energy calculations have been performed using the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE)³⁶ form of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA), whereas the projector augmented wave (PAW) method has been used to consider the effect of the inner cores on the valence density.³⁷,³⁸ To improve the description of the long-range interaction, and following our previous work on the Cu–hydrazine system,³⁷ we have employed the DFT-D2 method of Grimme as implemented in VASP,³¹ which has been shown to improve accuracy on several systems, e.g. ref. 27, 39 and 40. We have used the standard global scaling factor for the PBE functional within a damping function to avoid near singularities at small distances. We have also tested the DFT-D3 method to evaluate its effects on the adsorption energies compared to the DFT-D2 calculations. In line with Almora-Barrios et al.,⁴¹ we found that the use of DFT-D3 led to larger binding energies, but also a more pronounced deviation from experimental values of the Cu lattice parameter and cohesive energy compared with those obtained by DFT-D2.⁴² In this paper, we consider the energy differences between competing reactions to identify the preferred reaction mechanisms and pathways relative to each other, and as such DFT-D2 represents a sufficiently accurate model of the system to identify the reaction trends for hydrazine dissociation on the Cu surface.

Plane wave basis sets were used with an energy cut-off of 600 eV, which gave bulk energies converged to within 0.001 eV per atom. A 5 × 5 × 1 and 3 × 5 × 1 Monkhorst–Pack grid⁴³ of k points was used to sample the Brillouin zone for flat and stepped surfaces respectively. Spin polarization has been tested in a few cases but was found to be irrelevant.

The flat and stepped slabs were modelled with a 2 × 2 and 3 × 2 supercell from the full unit cell, p(4 × 4) and p(6 × 4), with 20 Å of vacuum between slabs in the z-direction where Cu–Cu distances were originally taken from the fully optimised bulk geometry. The adsorbate and the top three layers of the flat and stepped slabs, respectively, were allowed to relax during structural optimisation, in line with previous studies.⁴⁴,⁴⁵ Different slab thicknesses were tested until convergence was achieved within 0.01 eV per cell.

We have calculated the adsorption energies of the intermediates from the hydrazine decomposition process relative to the hydrazine molecule in the gas-phase:

\[ E_{\text{ads}}(\text{N}_2\text{H}_4) = \left( E_{\text{surr}}^{\text{N}_2\text{H}_4} + (4-x)E_{\text{surr}}^{\text{H}_2} + (2-y)E_{\text{n}}^{\text{surr}} \right) 
- \left( ((4-x) + (2-y)) E_{\text{surr}}^{\text{gas}} + E_{\text{N}_2\text{H}_4}^{\text{surr}} \right) \]  

(3)
Where $E_{N_2H_4}^\text{surf}$ is the total energy of the $N_2H_4$ species adsorbed on a relaxed surface and $E_{N_2H_4}^{\text{surf}}$ and $E_{N_2H_4}^{\text{gas}}$ are the energies of an isolated H- and N-atom adsorbed somewhere else on the relaxed surface, at a non-interactive distance. $E_{N_2H_4}^{\text{surf}}$ and $E_{N_2H_4}^{\text{gas}}$ are the energies of the naked surface and isolated gas-phase hydrazine respectively. Within this definition, a negative $E_{ads}$ value means a release of energy during adsorption. A combination of two varieties of the nudged elastic band (NEB) method\textsuperscript{46,47} and the improved dimer method (IDM)\textsuperscript{48} was used to identify transition state (TS) structures, which we verified by a single imaginary frequency associated with the reaction coordinate. The reaction energy ($E_r$) was obtained from the difference in energy between final and initial states and a negative $E_r$ hence indicates an exothermic process. The forward and reverse activation barriers ($E_a$) were defined as the energy difference between the TS and the initial state or the final state, respectively.

3. Results

We have first created the perfect Cu(111) surface, which is the close-packed plane of the fcc structure (Fig. 1a) and is the most stable copper surface.\textsuperscript{49} The surface Cu atoms are arranged in a hexagonal lattice with a separation of 2.52 Å between nearest neighbour atoms. The stepped Cu(111) surface has been studied to investigate the presence of an extended edge of low-coordinated atoms on the N$_2$H$_4$ dissociation behaviour (shown in Fig. 1b). Each unit cell in the stepped slab was offset by one atomic layer with respect to the next cell.\textsuperscript{30–52}

The three major conformations of hydrazine in the gas-phase are gauche, trans and eclipsed (Fig. 2), where the gauche conformation is the lowest-energy structure. The trans and eclipsed conformations are 0.13 and 0.36 eV higher in energy, respectively, than the gauche conformation. We have identified the strongest adsorption geometries by placing the different intermediates at a variety of positions on the planar and stepped Cu(111) surfaces. Adsorption energies and structural parameters for various intermediate species in their most stable configurations on the flat and stepped Cu(111) are presented in Table 1 and Fig. 3. We note that because of the lower coordination of the stepped surface atoms, all intermediates are more stable on the step than on the terrace sites.

Fig. 1 The simulation cells and surface geometry of different sites used in the calculations of (a) perfect (top view) and (b) stepped (side view) surfaces. Note that low-coordinated atoms in the stepped surface are shaded darker.

Fig. 2 Representation of the $N_2H_4$ conformations, from left to right: gauche, trans and eclipsed.

3.1 Adsorption on the planar and stepped Cu(111)

$N_2H_4$. We placed different $N_2H_4$ conformers (Fig. 2) in a number of non-equivalent initial configurations on the planar and stepped Cu(111) surface in order to identify the mode of strongest adsorption. The preferred $N_2H_4$ adsorption structures on the flat and stepped Cu(111) surfaces are in the gauche conformation, releasing an $E_{ads}$ of 0.98 and 1.53 eV/N$_2H_4$ respectively. While it binds through both nitrogen atoms to the flat surface, $\eta^1(N,N)$, with Cu–N distances of 2.178 Å, it prefers to bridge to the copper step edge atoms with shorter Cu–N distances of 2.104 Å. Hydrazine adsorbs almost parallel to both the flat and stepped surfaces, elongating the N–N bond to 1.452 and 1.455 Å respectively, compared to a length of 1.438 Å in the gas-phase. These configurations are a result of N–N bond rotation from gauche toward the eclipsed conformer with a torsional angle of 39.6° and 34.6° on the flat and stepped surfaces respectively.

$N_2H_2$. As the first product of dehydrogenation, the most stable adsorption structure for the $N_2H_3$ conformer is the NHNH$_2$ structure, which has different binding geometries on the flat versus the stepped Cu(111) surfaces: on the terrace, it prefers the hollow site with the NH-end closer to the surface, bridging two surface Cu atoms with a Cu–N bond length of ~2.0 Å, whereas the NH$_2$ part has a Cu–N bond length of 2.070 Å. On the step, it binds on the edge atoms with its NH-end inclined to the lower terrace, with a Cu–N distance of 2.078 Å. The N–N bond on the step edge elongates to 1.462 Å compared to 1.455 Å on the terrace. While the energy of $N_2H_2$ adsorption on the terrace is ~0.85 eV relative to gas-phase hydrazine, it adsorbs more strongly to the step edge by 0.36 eV.

$N_2H$. The next intermediate is $N_2H_3$, which has two different conformers: NHNH, with one hydrogen atom at each nitrogen or NNH$_2$, where both hydrogen atoms are located on the same nitrogen. While the latter adsorbs perpendicularly on the
terrace with the lower N atom in a three-fold hollow site \((E_{\text{ads}} = -0.18 \text{ eV})\), it prefers to bridge through the N on the step edge, lying parallel to the lower terrace with a larger adsorption energy of \(-0.66 \text{ eV}\). The adsorption of the NHNH structure on the terrace releases only 0.10 eV when it adsorbs through both nitrogen atoms in an hcp site parallel to the surface. NHNH bridges on the Cu step edges more strongly, releasing an energy of 0.68 eV.

\(\text{N}_2\). We investigated the \(\text{N}_2\) molecule adsorption at different sites on the surface and found that \(\text{N}_2\) adsorbs on a top site on both the terrace or the step edge, with the molecule's axis perpendicular to the surface at Cu–N distances of 1.985 and 1.931 Å respectively. The \(\text{N}_2\) adsorption energy with respect to gas-phase nitrogen is 0.15 and 0.39 eV on the flat and stepped surfaces respectively. It shows that nitrogen adsorption on the Cu surfaces is weak and it could easily desorb by increasing the temperature. The N–N bond length is 1.121 and 1.123 Å on the terrace and step edge respectively (an experimental bond length of 1.098 Å in the gas-phase\(^54\)). In other sites, \(\text{N}_2\) interacts more weakly and the molecule moves away to \(\sim 3 \text{ Å}\) from the surface.

\(\text{N}\). The nitrogen atom adsorbs on a three-fold hollow site on the terrace and on a four-fold site at the foot of the step edge, Table 1 Adsorption energies \((E_{\text{ads}})\) and average geometric parameters of the most favourable adsorption structures of different \(\text{N}_2\text{H}_4\) decomposition intermediates on the flat and stepped Cu(111) surface. Adsorption energies are relative to the gas-phase hydrazine; bold numbers show the adsorption energies relative to the species in their gas-phase: \(\text{NH}_3, \text{N}_2\) and \(\text{H}_2\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adsorbate</th>
<th>(E_{\text{ads}}) (eV), flat</th>
<th>(E_{\text{ads}}) (eV), step</th>
<th>Cu–N (Å), flat</th>
<th>Cu–N (Å), step</th>
<th>N–N (Å), flat</th>
<th>N–N (Å), step</th>
<th>N–H (Å), flat</th>
<th>N–H (Å), step</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\text{N}_2\text{H}_4)</td>
<td>-0.98</td>
<td>-1.53</td>
<td>2.178</td>
<td>2.104</td>
<td>1.452</td>
<td>1.455</td>
<td>1.026</td>
<td>1.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{N}_2\text{H}_3)</td>
<td>-0.85</td>
<td>-1.21</td>
<td>2.023</td>
<td>2.033</td>
<td>1.455</td>
<td>1.462</td>
<td>1.024</td>
<td>1.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{NNH}_2)</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>-0.68</td>
<td>1.966</td>
<td>1.922</td>
<td>1.359</td>
<td>1.308</td>
<td>1.027</td>
<td>1.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{NNH})</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>-0.66</td>
<td>1.946</td>
<td>1.904</td>
<td>1.345</td>
<td>1.299</td>
<td>1.019</td>
<td>1.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{NH}_3)</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>1.971</td>
<td>1.938</td>
<td>1.240</td>
<td>1.237</td>
<td>1.041</td>
<td>1.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{NH}_2)</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>-1.06</td>
<td>2.092</td>
<td>2.072</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1.023</td>
<td>1.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{NH})</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>-1.42</td>
<td>1.982</td>
<td>1.942</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1.021</td>
<td>1.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{N})</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>1.985</td>
<td>1.931</td>
<td>1.121</td>
<td>1.123</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{H})</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.838</td>
<td>2.002</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 3** Surface geometries of the preferred adsorption configurations of the various intermediates on the flat (top-view) and stepped (side-view) Cu(111) surfaces with their N–N and N–H bond distances in Å.

\[E_{\text{ads}} = -0.18 \text{ eV}\]
both endothermically requiring 1.32 and 0.87 eV on the terrace and step edge, respectively, relative to gas-phase N₂. This preference by N for a three-fold adsorption site on Cu(111) was also found in previous work.⁵⁵

**NH₃.** The adsorption geometry of ammonia is identical on both the flat and stepped Cu surfaces with a preference for a top site, with Cu–N bond lengths of 2.092 and 2.072 Å on the flat and stepped surfaces respectively. Theoretical studies have shown that strong electrostatic contributions⁵⁶ and the Pauli repulsion of the lone-pair orbital of NH₃ by the copper 3d electrons⁵⁷ direct NH₃ towards one-fold adsorption on the copper surfaces. The NH₃ adsorption is exothermic with energies of −0.81 and −1.06 eV relative to gas-phase NH₃ on the terrace and step edge, respectively. These results show that the ammonia molecule adsorbs relatively strongly to the Cu surface and its desorption would be endothermic.

**NH₂.** The presence of low-coordinated Cu atoms stabilizes the NH₂ intermediates more than any other species, by increasing the NH₃ adsorption energy from −0.13 to −1.42 eV, while the adsorption geometry remains the same on both the terrace and step edge with NH₂ bridging between Cu surface atoms. The Cu–N bond and N–H bond lengths are 1.982 Å and 1.021 Å on the terrace and 1.942 Å and 1.022 Å on the step edge, which are slightly shorter than the experimentally reported N–H bond in the gas-phase (1.024 Å).⁵⁸

**NH.** The adsorption of imide is endothermic by 0.38 eV on the flat Cu(111) surface, while on the stepped Cu(111) surface it is exothermic by 0.58 eV. The adsorption geometry for NH is identical on both the terrace and step edge, where it adsorbs on a three-fold hollow site, with a Cu–N bond length of 1.566 Å on the step edge compared to 1.898 Å on the flat surface.

**H₂.** The hydrogen molecule releases an energy of 0.10 eV relative to gas-phase hydrogen, when it is perpendicularly adsorbed on the fcc site of the terrace, with an H–H bond length of 0.755 Å (an experimental bond length of 0.741 Å in the gas-phase).⁵⁴ The adsorption on the step edge does not change the H₂ geometry on the Cu(111) surface, but makes it slightly more exothermic (E_{ads} = −0.12 eV) relative to gas-phase hydrogen. As such, hydrogen is physisorbed to the Cu surfaces at a distance of ~2.80 Å, indicating that it should easily desorb from the surface.

**H.** For the hydrogen atom, similar to the nitrogen atom, the three-fold hollow site is the preferred site at low coverage. The hydrogen adsorption on both the flat and stepped surfaces is exothermic relative to gas-phase hydrogen, by 0.28 and 0.36 eV, respectively.

### 3.2 N₂Hₓ (x = 1–4) decomposition pathways on the planar and stepped Cu(111)

#### 3.2.1 N₂H₄ dissociation and dehydrogenation

Table 2 summarizes the energetics of the different reaction pathways on both planar and stepped Cu(111) surfaces. We started from the most stable geometry of hydrazine, where hydrazine bridges through both nitrogen atoms to the Cu surface atoms. The pathways for hydrazine N–N bond breaking on both flat and stepped surfaces, leading to NH₂ intermediates, are shown in Fig. 4a. The reaction is exothermic (0.87 eV) on the flat surface with an energy barrier of 0.86 eV. The presence of low-coordinated atoms in the step makes the N–N bond breaking process more exothermic, releasing an energy of 1.66 eV, although the energy barrier is increased by 0.04 eV. This indicates that although a stepped surface favours the N–N bond breaking thermodynamically, it does not modify the kinetics of the reaction.

Dehydrogenation of N₂H₄ was also investigated (Fig. 4b). The energy barrier for this path on the flat surface is 1.55 eV and the process is endothermic by 0.31 eV. The activation energy on the stepped surface decreases to 1.11 eV, but the process becomes less favourable thermodynamically (E_r = 0.74 eV).

These results indicate that on Cu(111), with or without surface steps, the N–N bond cleavage of hydrazine is energetically and kinetically preferred over its dehydrogenation, which is in line with a previous experimental study showing that N–H bond breaking requires more energy than N–N breaking.⁵⁹ From the charge density calculations in our previous work,⁵⁷ which shows the induced charge density on the Cu(111) surface upon N₂H₄ adsorption, it can be observed that more charge is accumulated between the N and H atoms of hydrazine than between the two N atoms, which agrees well with these energetic results.

#### 3.2.2 N₃H₃ dissociation and dehydrogenation

The N₂H₃ decomposition may proceed by N–N or N–H breaking. Initially, transition and final states for the N–N scission are represented in Fig. 5a leading to NH and NH₂. While this process has an activation barrier of 1.06 eV and the reaction is exothermic by 0.30 eV on the flat surface, the barrier increases by 0.21 eV but the reaction becomes more exothermic (0.76 eV) on the stepped surface.

There are two distinct pathways for dehydrogenation of N₂H₃, respectively, shown in Fig. 5b and c. The one leading to NNH₂ and a H atom has a barrier and reaction energy of 1.53 and 0.74 eV, respectively, on the flat surface, and 1.77 and 0.75 eV on the step. The alternative dehydrogenation pathway leads to NNH and H as products. The barrier for this endothermic process (E_r = 0.84 eV) is 1.61 eV on the flat surface, while the step decreases the barrier to 1.56 eV although it is still endothermic (E_r = 0.69 eV).

Although NNH and NNH₂ are products of the dehydrogenation of N₂H₃ on the Cu(111) surface, the N–N bond breaking of N₂H₃ is energetically more favourable. Our results indicate that low-coordinated atoms make the N–N decoupling of N₂H₃ more feasible thermodynamically, although they do not affect the kinetics.

#### 3.2.3 N₂H₂ dissociation and dehydrogenation

We have studied the processes of N–N and N–H breaking of two N₂H₄ conformations: NNH₂ and NNNH. The pathway for N–N bond breaking of the NNH₂ intermediate, yielding NH₂ and N, see Fig. 6a, has an activation barrier and a reaction energy of 1.42 and +0.13 eV respectively. When the stepped surface is considered the N–N breaking barrier increases by 0.1 eV and the process is 0.05 eV more endothermic compared to the terrace. The dehydrogenation process of NNH₂ leads to NNH and an H atom (Fig. 6b). For this process on the flat surface, the required energy is 1.35 eV and the products are 0.58 eV higher in energy than the reactants. On the stepped surface, the barrier energy
decreases to 0.89 eV but the process is more endothermic by 0.28 eV.

As to N–N bond breaking of NNNH (Fig. 7a), while the reaction barrier is 0.85 eV and the reaction is exothermic by −0.34 eV on the flat surface, these values increase to 0.93 and −0.76 eV, respectively, on the atomic step system. However, the dehydrogenation of NNNH resulting in NH and an H species has a barrier of 1.68 eV and is endothermic by 0.60 eV on the flat surface (Fig. 7b). The lower coordination of the steps decreases both the barrier and the reaction energy to 1.39 and 0.43 eV respectively. Thus, the production of NH molecules via N–N bond breaking of NNNH is more favourable than other dissociation mechanisms of N$_2$H$_2$ from both thermodynamic and kinetic points of view.

### 3.2.4 NNNH dissociation and dehydrogenation

Schematic representation of the NNNH dissociation on the Cu(111) terrace is shown in Fig. 8a, where breaking the N–N bond leads to NH and N. The process has to overcome an energy barrier of 1.47 eV and it is slightly endothermic ($E_r = 0.16$ eV). The step edge makes the process more favourable thermodynamically with an exothermic reaction energy of −0.41 eV, but the energy barrier increases to 1.89 eV, making it therefore less feasible kinetically. The dehydrogenation reaction of NNNH, which completes the dehydrogenation process of N$_2$H$_4$, is represented in Fig. 8b. This reaction pathway has energy barriers of 0.37 and 0.62 eV and is highly exothermic by −1.50 eV and −1.11 eV on the terrace and the step edge, respectively, which therefore becomes the most feasible intramolecular dehydrogenation reaction of any intermediate on the Cu(111) surface.

### Table 2  Calculated reaction ($E_r$) and barrier ($E_a$) energies for the forward and reverse reaction pathways considered. Note that (*) indicates the adsorbed state. $E_r$ values of the adsorption and desorption processes are the corresponding $E_{ads}$ values which for each species were calculated relative to the gas-phase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reactions</th>
<th>Flat</th>
<th>Step</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$E_r$ (eV)</td>
<td>$E_a$ forward (eV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1 N$_2$H$_4$ ↔ N$_2$H$_4$*</td>
<td>−0.98</td>
<td>−1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2 NH$_2^*$ ↔ NH$_3$</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3 N$_2$ ↔ N$_2$</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4 H$_2^*$ ↔ H$_2$</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N$_2$H$_4$ dissociation</td>
<td>R5 N$_2$H$_4^<em>$ ↔ 2NH$_2^</em>$</td>
<td>−0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R6 N$_2$H$_4^<em>$ ↔ N$_2$H$_4^</em>$ + H*</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N$_2$H$_3$ dissociation</td>
<td>R7 N$_2$H$_3^<em>$ ↔ NH$_2^</em>$ + NH*</td>
<td>−0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R8 N$_2$H$_3^<em>$ ↔ NNH$_2^</em>$ + H*</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R9 N$_2$H$_3^<em>$ ↔ NHNNH$_2^</em>$ + H*</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N$_2$H$_3$ dissociation</td>
<td>R10 NNH$_2^<em>$ ↔ NH$_2^</em>$ + N*</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R11 NHNH$_2^<em>$ ↔ 2NH</em></td>
<td>−0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R12 NNH$_2^<em>$ ↔ NNH$_2^</em>$ + H*</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R13 NNHH$_2^<em>$ ↔ NNH$_2^</em>$ + H*</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNNH dissociation</td>
<td>R14 NNH$^<em>$ ↔ NH$^</em>$ + N$^*$</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R15 NNH$^<em>$ ↔ N$_2^</em>$ + H$^*$</td>
<td>−1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N$_2$ dissociation</td>
<td>R16 N$_2^<em>$ ↔ 2N$^</em>$</td>
<td>3.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H–H coupling</td>
<td>R17 2H$^<em>$ ↔ H$_2^</em>$</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH$_x$ (x = 1–3) dehydrogenation</td>
<td>R18 NH$_x^<em>$ ↔ N$_2^</em>$ + H$^*$</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R19 NH$_x^<em>$ ↔ NH$^</em>$ + H$^*$</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R20 NH$^<em>$ ↔ N$_2^</em>$ + H$^*$</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction of NH$_2$ molecules</td>
<td>R21 2NH$_2^<em>$ ↔ NH$^</em>$ + NH$_3^*$</td>
<td>−0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R22 N$_2$H$_2^<em>$ + NH$_2^</em>$ ↔ N$_2$H$_4^<em>$ + NH$_4^</em>$</td>
<td>−0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R23 N$_2$H$_4^<em>$ + NH$_2^</em>$ ↔ NNNH$_2^<em>$ + NH$_3^</em>$</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R24 N$_2$H$_4^<em>$ + NH$_2^</em>$ ↔ NNNH$_2^<em>$ + NH$_4^</em>$</td>
<td>−0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R25 NNNH$_2^<em>$ + NH$_2^</em>$ ↔ NNH$_2^<em>$ + NH$_4^</em>$</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R26 NNHH$_2^<em>$ + NH$_2^</em>$ ↔ NH$_2^<em>$ + NH$_4^</em>$</td>
<td>−2.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R27 NNHH$_2^<em>$ + NH$_2^</em>$ ↔ N$_2$$_2^<em>$ + NH$_4^</em>$</td>
<td>−2.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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3.2.5 \( \text{N}_2 \) dissociation. We have also considered the reaction pathway for \( \text{N}–\text{N} \) decoupling in the \( \text{N}_2 \) molecule on Cu(111) surfaces (Fig. 9). As expected, due to the molecule's strong interatomic bond, the process is highly unfavourable with energy barriers of 4.78 eV on the terrace and 6.02 eV on the step edge. The process is also highly endothermic (\( E_r = 3.22 \) eV) on the terrace, although the step reduces the endothermic reaction energy to 1.96 eV.

3.3 \( \text{NH}_x \) (\( x = 1–3 \)) dehydrogenation

We have also investigated the consecutive dehydrogenation of ammonia, see Fig. 10a. The barrier and the endothermic reaction energy associated with the first N–H bond breaking process are 1.63 eV and 0.74 eV, respectively, on the flat surface, i.e. slightly higher than the barrier of 1.59 eV and a reaction energy of 0.67 eV on the step. The exothermic reverse (hydrogenation) reaction is more likely to happen with energy barriers of 0.89 and 0.92 eV on the terrace and step respectively. The dehydrogenation of \( \text{NH}_2 \) (Fig. 10b) and further dehydrogenation of NH (Fig. 10c) are also unlikely to succeed based on their associated high barrier energies, i.e. 1.59 and 1.97 eV on the flat surface and 1.81 and 2.07 on the stepped surface, respectively. The DFT calculated barrier energies for the dehydrogenation of \( \text{NH}_3, \text{NH}_2 \) and \( \text{NH} \) to form HCN on Pt(111) are smaller than our results, i.e. 1.39, 1.30 and 1.40 eV respectively, although not significantly.

The reverse process, hydrogenation of NH has activation energies of 0.92 and 0.75 eV on the terrace and step, respectively. The hydrogenation of N is energetically favourable (\( E_r = -1.46 \) and -1.36 eV) leading to NH via energy barriers of only 0.51 and 0.71 eV on the flat and stepped surfaces, respectively. These energies show that the Cu surface could be a good catalyst for ammonia synthesis compared to the Ru(0001) surface, where the calculated barriers for hydrogenation of N, NH and \( \text{NH}_2 \) were found to be more than 1.2 and 1.1 eV on terraces and steps, respectively.

3.4 H–H coupling

We have also considered another secondary process, the pathways for H–H coupling, see Fig. 11. As Table 2 shows, combining two hydrogen atoms on the stepped surface exhibits higher barrier and endothermic reaction energies of 1.28 and 0.81 eV than on
the flat surface, $E_a = 1.08$ and $E_r = 0.43$ eV. The reverse reaction, the exothermic H$_2$ dissociation reaction, has energy barriers of 0.65 and 0.47 eV on the terrace and stepped surfaces, respectively, indicating that H$_2$ should adsorb dissociatively on Cu surfaces and the presence of a step edge makes this process more likely to proceed, due to the stabilisation provided by the low-coordinated atoms, where the electronic structure is different than that for the terrace atoms.$^{27,28}$

**3.5 Intermolecular dehydrogenation pathways**

Having investigated the barriers for both N–N and N–H bond scission of the different possible intermediates of N$_2$H$_4$
dissociation, it is evident that breaking the hydrazine N–N bond and producing NH₂ fragments is the most likely process to occur on both the flat and stepped Cu(111) surfaces. Furthermore, the dehydrogenation of NH₃ is unfavourable to proceed at low temperatures due to the high energy of the transition states. We have therefore investigated other pathways involving the NH₂ groups. There are two possibilities: NH₂ can either react with another N₂H₄ (x = 1–4) intermediate and subtract a hydrogen, or react with another NH₂ from hydrazine decomposition.

3.5.1 N₂H₄ (x = 1–4) dehydrogenation by NH₂. The intermediate NH₂ may interact with hydrazine or other decomposition intermediates, and the pathways for subsequent dehydrogenation steps are shown in Fig. 12.

In the first suggested process (Fig. 12a), NH₂ interacts with N₂H₄ and abstracts one of its H atoms leading to N₂H₃ and NH₃. The energy barrier for this process is 0.59 eV on the flat surface, but it decreases to only 0.03 eV on the stepped surface, and releases energies of 0.35 and 0.22 eV, respectively. This step therefore could proceed fairly easily on both the flat and stepped Cu(111) surfaces.

In the second process, represented in Fig. 12b and c, the NH₂ molecule subtracts a hydrogen from N₂H₃ leading to N₂H₂ or NHNH. If N₂H₂ is formed, the process requires overcoming a barrier of 0.70 eV, but the products are 0.12 eV more favourable than the reactants on the flat surface. The presence of steps on the surface leads to N₂H₂ via a slightly lower barrier (Eₐ = 0.67 eV), but releasing only 0.06 eV. The alternative pathway, leading to NHNH, has barriers of 0.80 and 0.64 eV on the terrace and step, respectively, while the process is endothermic by 0.11 eV on the terrace and practically in thermodynamic equilibrium (Eᵣ = −0.01 eV) on the stepped surface.

In the next dehydrogenation pathway (Fig. 12d and e), NH₂ reacts with either the N₂H₂ or NHNH structure, leading to the formation of NNH. The dehydrogenation process starting with NNH₂ is endothermic by 0.15 eV with an energy barrier of 0.44 eV on the terrace, while on the stepped surface it has a barrier of only 0.15 eV and an exothermic reaction energy of 0.47 eV. However, the interaction between NHNH and NH₂ is exothermic by 0.26 with a barrier of only 0.36 eV on the flat surface which increases by 0.64 eV for a thermodynamically equilibrated reaction on the stepped surface (Eᵣ = 0.01 eV). The reaction between NH₂ and NHNH is therefore likely to succeed on the flat surface, although the reaction between NNH₂ and NH₂ is more feasible on the stepped surface.

In the last dehydrogenation process, the reaction between NH₂ and NNH yields N₂ and NH₃ (Fig. 12f). This reaction is highly exothermic releasing energies of 2.13 and 1.60 eV on the flat and stepped surfaces, respectively, which may be used for the desorption of N₂ and NH₃, which requires energies of 0.15 and 0.81 eV on the flat and 0.39 and 1.06 eV on the stepped surfaces, respectively.

3.5.2 Interaction of NH₂ molecules. The NH₂ molecules, i.e. produced by hydrazine N–N bond scission, may also react together leading to NH and NH₃, see Fig. 13. The calculated energy barrier for this reaction is only 0.55 eV and the products are practically in thermodynamic equilibrium with the reactants (Eᵣ = −0.05 eV) on the flat surface. Although this process is therefore feasible on the flat Cu(111) surface, it is rather
difficult to succeed on the stepped surface, due to a high barrier energy of 2.05 eV ($E_r = 0.37$ eV).

### 4. Discussion

The most stable adsorption structures of the dehydrogenation intermediates showed that their order of stability on the surface with respect to hydrazine is $N_2H_4 > N_2H_3 > N_2H_2 > N_2H$, indicating that more oxidised intermediates are less stable on the Cu surfaces. The same trend is found for the N–N average bond lengths, showing that dehydrogenation results in a shorter and stronger N–N bond and less stable intermediates on the surface.

We summarised the energy profiles of the reaction mechanism in Fig. 14–16. The plot in Fig. 14 contains the different pathways for intramolecular dehydrogenation, whereas the $N_2H_4$ decomposition via N–N scission and further dehydrogenation reactions are shown in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 summarises the intermolecular dehydrogenation pathway.

The $N_2H_4$ dehydrogenation, $N_2H_4^* \rightarrow N_2H_3^* + H^*$, and subsequent ones are unlikely to occur under moderate conditions,
owing to the high reaction barriers, see Table 2 and Fig. 14. The rate-determining step for the N\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{4} intramolecular dehydrogenation mechanism is NNH\textsuperscript{*} → NNH\textsuperscript{*} + H\textsuperscript{*} on the flat surface with an energy barrier of 1.68 eV, and N\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{*} → NNH\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{*} + H\textsuperscript{*} on the stepped surface with an activation barrier of 1.77 eV. It is therefore unlikely that a large amount of N\textsubscript{2} is produced via this intramolecular dehydrogenation pathway. Overall, from the investigation of N–H bond scission of all species on the surface, NNH is the only fragment which is easily dehydrogenated to the N\textsubscript{2} molecule, with barriers of only 0.37 and 0.62 eV on the flat and stepped surfaces, respectively, and a relatively exothermic reaction (E\textsubscript{r} \approx 1.3 eV). These results also suggest that at moderate temperatures the recombination of produced H atoms will lead to the formation of H\textsubscript{2}; this reaction has activation energies of \approx 1.1 eV on the flat and stepped surfaces and the products desorb easily from the surface.

From investigation of N–N bond scission in any intermediate on the surface, we found that the N–N decoupling in
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**Fig. 14** Reaction profiles for dissociation of N\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{4} via intramolecular dehydrogenation mechanism on the flat (---) and stepped (—) Cu(111) surfaces. Energies are relative to the energy of the gas-phase hydrazine (in eV). Note that we have considered the diffusion of intermediates to their most stable adsorption sites on the surface as a barrierless pathway.
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**Fig. 15** Reaction profiles for dissociation of N\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{4} via N–N bond breaking and subsequent dehydrogenation pathways on the flat (---) and stepped (—) Cu(111) surfaces. Energies are relative to the energy of the gas-phase hydrazine (in eV). Note that we have considered the diffusion of intermediates to their most stable adsorption sites on the surface as a barrierless pathway.
N$_2$H$_4$ (N$_2$H$_x^*$ → 2NH$_2^*$), see Table 2 and Fig. 15, is the predominant mechanism, leading to amide intermediate production in agreement with experiment. The exothermic decomposition of N$_2$H$_3$ and NHNH fragments via N–N decoupling also has low activation energies compared to the other intermediates on the flat and stepped surfaces.

The production of NH$_3$ takes place from the exothermic reaction of NH$_2$ radicals on the flat surface by an activation energy of only 0.55 eV. Further NH$_3$ production from the interaction of N$_2$H$_x$ (x = 1–4) and NH$_2$ is also possible, resulting in the production of N$_2$; all these steps have barrier energies below 1 eV on either the flat or stepped surfaces, see Table 2 and Fig. 16. The rate-determining step for the intermolecular dehydrogenation via NH$_2$ is the reaction N$_2$H$_3^*$+NH$_2^*$→NNH$_2^*$+NH$_3^*$ which has an activation energy of 0.80 eV on the flat surface, while on the stepped surfaces NNH$_2^*$+NH$_2^*$→NNH$_2^*$+NH$_3^*$ has a barrier of 1.00 eV where it is the rate-determining step. The N$_2$ molecule produced from one single hydrazine molecule via an intermolecular dehydrogenation mechanism, Fig. 16, is in agreement with experimental reports where N$_2$H$_4$ remains stable during the dissociation process.

Thus we may conclude that the NH$_2$ radical governs the N$_2$H$_4$ dissociation, which agrees well with experimental studies about the role of NH$_2$ in the hydrazine decomposition. The released energies from the exothermic reactions provide enough energy for the evolution of NH$_2$, N$_2$ and H$_2$ gases from the surface. Experimental studies also revealed that the decomposition of hydrazine on copper films occurs above 300 K with gaseous products of NH$_3$, N$_2$ and some H$_3$, which is consistent with the mechanism in Fig. 16.

Furthermore, the calculations showed the influence of low-coordinated atoms on the different N$_2$H$_4$ decomposition pathways, i.e. at the step edges. These surface atoms stabilise some intermediates more than others along the different pathways, although there is no clear trend in the activation energies except to increase the N–N decoupling barriers of the intermediates in the presence of step edge atoms.

5. Conclusions

We have employed DFT level calculations with long-range interaction corrections to carry out a systematic study of the N$_2$H$_4$ decomposition mechanisms on the flat and stepped Cu(111) surfaces. We have identified the most stable adsorption sites for all intermediates along the different mechanisms of N–H and N–N bond scission. We have found that N$_2$H$_4$ dehydrogenation is kinetically an unlikely process on both flat and stepped Cu(111) surfaces due to high barrier energies. However, N–N decoupling is energetically feasible, leading to NH$_2$ intermediates. The intermolecular dehydrogenation reaction is the predominant mechanism between either NH$_2$ fragments on the flat surface, or NH$_2$ and N$_2$H$_x$ (x = 1–4) intermediates on the flat or stepped surfaces, leading to the formation of N$_2$ and NH$_3$, as shown in Fig. 16. This process is highly exothermic, releasing ~2.50 eV per hydrazine molecule, which agrees well with the use of N$_2$H$_4$ as a rocket fuel. Meanwhile the amide and imide intermediates are hydrogenated to NH$_3$ in the presence of hydrogen, which competes with the recombination of H atoms leading to H$_2$ molecules. We also found that, while the introduction of low-coordinated atoms, as on the step edge on the surface, increases the barrier of N–N decoupling along the reaction, it has different effects on the barriers of intra- and intermolecular dehydrogenation mechanisms.

Future work will include microkinetic simulations to develop our understanding of the competing catalytic processes leading to N$_2$H$_4$ dissociation on the planar Cu(111) surfaces.
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